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Abstract

A Model for Criterion-Referenced Tests Based on Use

by

Anthony J. Nitko

University of Pittsburgh

The nature and purpose of criterion-referenced testing is dis-

cussed in light of test design procedures. It is seen that the uses

to which test results are put are the chief determiners of the appropriate

measurement model. A distinction is made between cut-off scores, criterion

scores, and mastery scores. The value of certain test construction pro-

cedures in designing criterion-referenced tests for use in adaptive in-

dividualized instructional systems is discussed and cautions in the use

of traditional procedures are rated. It is concluded that traditional

procedures cannot be avoided in some instances, but must be avoided in

others.
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A Model for Criterion-Referenced Tests Based on Use

When the term "criterion-referenced test" is used (e.g., by

Glaser and Klaus, 1962; Glaser, 1963; Glaser and Cox, 1968) it has a

somewhat different meaning from the two more prevalent uses of the terms

criterion or criterion tests in educational and psychological literature.

One of these usages involves the notion of a correlation of scores, X,

with a second set of scores, Y. The Y-scores, which may be a second test

or performance rating, for example, are often termed criterion scores.

The degree to which the X-scores relate to the criterion Y-scores is often

expressed by some type of correlation coefficient.

A second interpretation of the term criterion concerns the

imposition of an acceptable score magnitude as an index of attainment.

Phrases such as "working to criterion-level" and "mastery is indicated by

obtaining a score equivalent to 90 per cent of the items correct," are

indicative of this type of interpretation of criterion.

Neither of these two types of interpretations is Suite what is

meant by a criterion-leferenced test. A criterion-referenced test is

one that is deliberate'? constructed to yield scores that are directly

interpretabla in terms of specified performance standards (Glaser and Nitko,

in press). Thus, "the standard [or crit3rion] against which a student'h

performance is compared . . . is thn behavior which defines each point

along the achievement continuum (Glaser, 1963, p. 519)." Four things are

characteristic of criterion-referenced tests (Nitko, 1970)1
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(1) the classes of behavior that define different achievement

levels are specified as clearly as is possible before tne

test is constructed.

(2) each behavior class is refined by a set of test situations

(i.e., test items or test tasks) in which the behaviors

can be displayed in terms of all their important nuances.

(3) given that the classes of behavior have been specified and

that the test situations have been defined, a representative

sampling plan is designed and used to select test tasks

that will appear on any form of the test.

(4) the obtained score must be capable of expressing objectively

and meaningfully the individual's performance characteristics

in these classes of behavior.

Criterion-referenced tests have been used most often in instruc-

tional contexts, and :.11 particular, in instructional procedures which

seek to be individualized with respect to the learner. It is in the

context of individualized instruction that questions have been raised con-

cerning the meaning of scores on traditional educational achievement tests and

their applicability to instructional decision-making. This, in turn, has led

some to question the applicability of traditionally used test construction

procedures. We are led to believe by some that, in individualized instructio=,

traditional test construction procedures are not at 211 applicable.

Of concern here, then, is the use of tests in adaptive individualized

instructional systems. By "adaptive individualized instruction" it is meant

that the instructional system is so organized and managed that the content

and method of instruction varies with the individual characteristics of

the student. In its ideal form, adaptive individualized instruction uses
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an analysis of a student's characteristics co guide him through a course

of instruction specifically tailored to him.

In the discussion that follows, it is assumae -hat the course of

instruction a learner wishes to undertake has been designed and that it

has these characteristics:

(1) the desired outcomes of instruction have been specified and

translated into defined domains of tasks. The student's

performance on these tasks will form the basis for inferring

his attainment of the desired outcomes.

(2) a sequence of intermediate goals has been established and

these goals are arranged in a prerequisite order leading to

attainment of the terminal goals of instruction.

(3) various instructional procedures (methods) have been established

and are available to die learner. These instructional procedures

are designed for each intermediate goal and each terminal in

structional goal.

The kind of tests we will consider are those that are used to make

instructional decisions about individual pupils. This will leave out a

number of testa designed for such purposes as overall evaluation of the

course of instruction or tests designed especially for feedback to the

curriculum developer concerning course improvement.

In adaptive individualized instruction three general types of

decisions need to be made by the instructor and/or pupil. These decisions

might be called placement, diagnosis, and attainment decisions, respectively

(Glaser and Vitko, in press) One decision concerns the placement of the

pupil in the instructional sequence. If the instruction is adaptive it will

avoid teaching the etudint that of which he already has comnand and will



offer him new goals to learn. The information that is needed answers the

question, "Where in the instructional sequence should theastudent begin

his study ?" Tests built to provide this information are specific to the

content and psychological structure of the particular course of instruction

with which the student is faced. (Psychological structure means ordering

"behaviors in a sequence of prerequisite tasks so that competence in an

early task in the sequence facilitates the learning of later tasks in

the sequence" (Glaser and Nitko, in press).)

As an illustration a schematic representation of a hierarchical

sequence of instruction is shown in Figure 1. The lettered boxes represent

instructionally relevant behaviors that are in a prerequisite order. At

the bottom of the figure (below the dotted line), are behaviors that are

prerequisite to the instructional sequence at hand. These behaviors are

assumed to be learned prior to the student's confrontation with this sequence.

The boxes in the hierarchy bear a prerequisite relationship to each other.

Thus, "E" is prerequisite to "F," and "G" is prerequisite to "H." Parallel

columns of boxes are considered independent of each other from the learning

sequence point of view. Behaviors "I" and "J" are the terminal outcomes

for this instructional sequence. Hence, "Fri and "H" are both considered

prerequisite to "I" and "J," but "6" and "H" are not prerequisite to each

other.

Such a hierarchical speciiication, when it is available, provides

a good "map" on which an individual student can be located before actual

instruction begins. That is, one is assuming that each student needs to

be located or placed at some point in this learning sequence and that a

decision has not been made about the teaching technique that an individual

is to receive in order that he nay acquire the next sequential behavior.
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Information provided by a placement test would result in a profile for a

student such as the one shown in Figure 2. For this hypothetical student,

the profile indicates that he has learned prerequisites "A," "13," "C,"

and "D" and intermediate goals "E," "F," and "G" well enough to proceed

with instruction on behavior "H," the next behavior in the learning sequence.

An efficient test for determining location in such sequences probably

would be of the branched or tailored type, particularly if the sequence was

long. The nature of such tailored tests is somewhat different than those

tailored tests which seek to order or locate individuals with respect to

some trait, such as, general intellectual ability. In the instructional

situation one can take advantage of the psychological structure of the

subject matter, Thus, if an examinee was successful on items testing one

objective in the sequence, this uld indicate that items from earlier objec-

tives in the sequence would be passed as well. If the hierarchy is valid,

an efficient procedure is to begin testing with those items from the middle

of the sequence and to branch to upper and lower points in the hierarchy

depending on the examineela score (Ferguson, 1969).

It is probable that in individiaulized instructional systems where

the curriculum sequence consists if a large number of instructional objectives,

for example an entire curriculum area, such neat hierarchies do not exist.

Nevertheless, some sequencing of instructional objectives is possible. An

example of this is shown in Figue 3. Here an elementary mathematics cur-

rictaum has been defined in terms of approximately 350 objectives. The content

has been broken down into ten topics which are roughly in a prerequisite

order (from top to buttom in the figure). Further, each topic has been

developed over a range of complex behaviors which are also in a rough pre-

requisite order (from Level A through Level 0 in the figure). Each cell

7
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of the grid represents several instructional objectives, and is called a

unit of instruction. Usually, the objectives in a unit can be arranged

in a learning sequence that leads to a few terminal goals for that unit.

The inset shows (hypothetically) how a short sequence of objectives might

look for one unit of instruction. In general, within a single unit, there

will be prerequisites from earlier topics and lower levels.

A student that is new to this curriculum is given a two-stage place-

ment test (Cox and Boston, 1967). The first is a broad-range test over the

curriculum. The results are used to place a student at a unit in each topic

cr content area. The second t2st consists of a placement decision about

the particular objectives within each unit. The broad-range test needs to

be given only once at the beginring of a course of study. After completing

the first unit of study, the student is given the second -stage test for the

next sequential unit. Thus, he is placed at each successive unit in the cur-

riculum.

The troad-range test actually is a battery of tests, one for each

topic. Each Ewbtest would predict for each topic, the last unit in the

sequence from A to F in which the student would be successful. The student

would be given instruction in tha next sequential unit for that topic. Figure 4

shows a complotei first -stage placement profile for a hypothetical student.

Traditional item selection procedures which seek to maximize predictive

validity would seem appropriate for this type of broad-range test. If the

instructional sequence within a unit is hierarchical, then one could select

items from the domains that define the terminal objectives of that unit, and

depend on the prerequisite nature of the hietarchy to subsume the other objec-

tives. If no such hierarchy exists, then selecting items from the domains of

all objectives would stem to be required. Care should be taken, however, in
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using correlational indices, since often the, absolute level of attainment

of unit skills is important.

Once a student is located at various points in the course or cur-

riculum, information is required that answers the question, "What instruc

tional alternative will best adapt to this student's individual requirements

ami thus maximize his attainment of the next instructionally relevant objec-

tive?" Placement in the curriculum does not specify the methods or kinds

of instruction that should be used with a particular student. Tests providing

this kind of information tight be called "diagnostic.' If there is but e

single instructs )nal method, then this is a null decision.

One general class of tests required for this type of decision comes

out of aptitude-treatment-interaction research as defined by Cronbach and

Snow ( Cronbach, 1957; Cronbach and Snow, 1969) rawd suggestions for designiug

them are found there. It should be noted that these tests need not be

criterion-referenced.

When instruction has been completed, we are interested in whether

the student has learned the objectives. More often than not, a verbal state-

ment of an instructional objective implies that an individual ought to perform

quite 1 large domain of tasks. This is particularly true where generaliza.:ion

and transfer are of primary importance. The type of teat which seems to

provide this kind of information ie a criterion-referenced test.

In constructing such tests, empirical evidence must be provided to

support any contentions that the classes of test tasks from which the test

constructor semples do indeed reflect the behavior or competence of interest.

This means careful tryout of items and analysis of data. Domains of items

need to be carefully examined and, if necessar, stratified so that repre-

sentative sampling can take place. Item analysis is used both to study the

9
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characteristics of the items and to refine them. Elimination of items

on purely statistic grounds is poor practice generally in achievement test

construction and becomes increasingly serious in criterion-referenced testing.

-he classes or domain& of tasks which define a behavior are specified before

a particular form of a test is developed and to screen out some items from

inclusion on a particular test will change the definitions of the behavior

categories (cf. Osburn, 1968). There is some evidence that tests constructed

from carefully defined domains of items possess reasonably good psychometric

properties without prior statistical selection (e.g., Ebel, 1962; Hively,

Patterson, and Page, 1968).

Some would claim that criterion-referenced tests, particularly those

that attempt to measure a single instructional objective, ought to be homo-

geneous. It is well known that insistence on high item total-test correlations

may lower the content-validity or representativeness of the test (Cronbach,

1970a). Further, there appears to be no inherent reason why the behavior

classes specified by an instructional objective need to be homogeneous (cf.

Cronbach, 1970b). The opposite may be true of instructional objectives

dealing with generalization and transfer of learning siaere one i3 concerned

in determining proficiency on a wide variety of tasks. Ia most cases with

these types of instructional tests, examination of item statistics, par-

ticularly in '.fight of previous instructionti history, does reveal where

items or the instruction can be improved.

A further point in constructing criterion- referenced tests for

measuring the outcomes of instruction is that of determining mastery. It

has been mentioned that criterion-referenced testing does not nzciascrily

imply that a cut-off score bc used. These tests are used to determine

the performanze characteristics of the examinee with respect to the defined

domnin of tasks. What seems to be needed is to determine what level of
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performance (or whet universe score in the Cronbach sense) is required at

each point in the learning sequence in order to maximize success at the

next point in the sequence (Nitko, 1970). There seems to be no inherent

reason why this could not differ for the individual and with the circum-

stances. Different students taid different instructional methods my need

different levels of proficiency eiener to nonfinite with instruction or at

the termination of instruction. The mastery score with respect to a domain

of instructionally relevant tasks thus appears tc be a transfer of

learning problem.

Summary

In short, it is the use to which test results are put that deter-

mines their nature and the construction methodology. In instruction,

various procedure: cannot be considered independently of the instructional

context in which they will be used. Particularly important is the inte-

gration of test design with instructional design.
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Figure 1

D

Hypothetical Hierarchy for a Sequence of Inatruction
Leading to Terminal Learning Goals "1" and "3"
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Figure 2

Placement pt,file for a hypothetical student, (Shaded boxes

mean that the sLuiert has aufficieat mastery of these
instructional goals to proceed with a new

instructional goal.)
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Content
(Topic)

Level of Complexity

A B C D E F G

Numeration/Place Value * * * * * * *

Addition/Subtraction * * * * * * *

Multiplication * * * * * *

Division * * * * * *

Fractions * * * * * * *

Money * * * III

Time * * * *

Systems of Measurement * * * * * *

Geometry * * * * *

Applications * ' * * * * *

a a a
Indicates a unit of instruction consisting of one or more instructional
objectives.

Figure 3

Example of curriculum layout for Individually Prescribed Instruction
elementary mathematics
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Name

MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT PROFILE

Date g.-zg Grade

School Teacher WAY Room

Mathematics
Area

Placement Level A-G
Placed

at

LevelA III C D E F G

Numeration/Place Value
Pr

.
,

r

rP

;r°

--f:

-1

j

Addition/Subtraction

Multiplication
Vor7

iipOir

or

.4,
A

r

40.45
.°11'

Ar

r......

141-Mil

4
!':;-61-

.

Division

Fractions

Money

.

44,44410

liti
011/#101°

Time

Syntems of Measurement

Geometry
00

A . ,
V

. , ...'

-

Applications

r of
_

III

Figure 4

Example of Placement Profile for a hypothetical student
with respect to the mathematics curriculum of

Individually Prescribed Instruction
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